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Conventional Filter Nano Titanium Filter

Dust and 
unpleasant odors

Clean Air with 7-Stage Filtration

Nano Titanium is a cutting-edge technology that 
uses a Tio2 Catalyst to provide a powerful 
antibacterial and deodorizing effect.

HEPA filter ensures clean exhaust air by catching 
micro dust particles such as dust and allergens.

HEPA Filter

Nano Titanium Filter

※Tested by Japan Spinners Inspecting Foundation ●Inspection 
Method:JIS L1902 ●Antibacterial Method: Consolidated into the fiber 
●Value of Antimicrobial Activity: Staphylococcus areus (5.0) 
<effectiveness of above 99%> Standard of effectiveness in antimicrobial 
value is 2.0 or above.

Large 3.2L Dust Capacity
The body is compact but it can hold a large amount of dirt. That's 
because dust compression technology compresses dust by 50%*2. 
As a result, even though the dust case has a capacity of 1.6L, it can 
hold 3.2L of dust.
*2 Tested by Hitachi. Compression rate varies depending on dust type.

Centrifugally separated dust is captured in a separate dust collecting 
chamber and compressed by the powerful cyclone.

Using Hitachi's cyclonic technology and the HEPA and Nano Titanium filters, the innovative 7-stage filtration system is designed to capture 
even the finest particles to ensure clean exhaust air.

Hitachi's dust case and the filter, when it's dirty, can be washed with water. A dust disposal mechanism and maintenance brush are also 
included for easy cleaning and maintenance to keep the unit clean at all times.

Dust Compression Technology

Dust & Air Centrifugal Separation System

Easy to Empty
Easy, one-touch operation 
means your hands stay clean, 
and because dust is 
well-compressed it can be 
removed with minimal dust 
flying. Cleaning the dust case 
is easy, too.

Long Lasting Suction Power
Clean air separated from dust by the Tube Filter reduces blockage 
of the filter to maintain powerful suction. 

Airflow generated in the tube filter creates a powerful cyclone that efficiently separates dust and air to collect dust while maintaining airflow.

Dust Indicator to Prevent Overflow
The indicator turns orange when the dust case is full to let you know when it needs emptying, preventing 
overflowing for extra hygiene and comfort.

Hitachi’s cyclonic type vacuum cleaner was awarded the Allergy 
UK Seal of Approval in recognition of its proven ability to reduce 
exposure to allergens.
※Tested by Allergy UK (The British Allergy Foundation). Tested with house dust mites and pollen. Applies to the CV-SU23V, SU22V, SU21V, SU20V, SY21V and SH20V.

Easy to Clean Filter & Dust Case

High Power Motor up to 2300W *1

50%

Dust Disposal 
Mechanism Mesh Filter

Pleated Black Filter Inside Tube Filter

Washable Dust Case and Filter

Dust Case Maintenance Brush

*1 Wattage differs depending on the model. Please refer to the specifications.
The high-power motor creates high suction power enabling cleaner, easier vacuuming.

Tube Filter

Mesh Filter

Pleated Black Filter

HEPA Clean Filter

Motor Cover

Exhaust Filter

Nano Titanium Filter
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Canister Type
Cyclonic Models 
Canister Type
Cyclonic Models 

Hitachi Cyclonic Technology
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Dust & Air Centrifugal
Separation System
Air is efciently boosted at the cyclone chamber inlet to generate a powerful 
cyclone that separates dust and air by centrifugal force. And the stepped 
shape design of the dust case helps prevent dust from being blown back to 
the top.

So many allergens in the dust

Dust, together with the allergens it contains, is compressed by the Dust & Air Centrifugal Separation 
System. Dispose with one-touch operation.

Dust contains house dust mites, pollen and many 
other microscopic allergens. Unlike with a mop or 
brush, a Hitachi vacuum cleaner lets you easily 
dispose of both mites and dust without them 
scattering. So it’s a good idea to throw dust away 
frequently to prevent it from accumulating. 

*Applies to the CV-SC230V.

*Applies to the CV-SC220V, SC23V and SC22V.

Mites

Mold

Conventional

Bed 
Nozzle
Effectively removes 
dust mites and 
allergens using this 
special Bed Nozzle.

Dust removal efciency of 99%.*
Clean Exhaust Air

Easy and Clean Dust Disposal Powerful Cyclone

Nano Titanium Filter
A powerful antibacterial and 
deodorizing effect.

Micro Clean Filter
Captures pollen, house dust and other 
allergens.

HEPA Filter
Captures pollen, allergens and 
minute particles of dust.

Motor Filter

Exhaust Filter

Highly Airtight Motor Case

Incredible Suction Power
Washable Dust Case

Fine
Refuse

*Tested by Hitachi.

Electric Beater

The application of uid analysis techniques has resulted in a high-efcient 
design that generates the high power that’s the source of the powerful 
suction.

The Electric Beater vibrates, and 
beats fabrics to remove and suck 
in dust mite excreta and remains.

Washable 
Power Beat Head

The rotating triple beater sucks in 
dust mite excreta and remains.

Washable Beat Head
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Rotates at 
high speed

Jet Air Flow 
to the oor

Sweeps up dust

Motor
Crevices 
between tiles

Pad rotates at high speed to cleanly wipe the oor while dirt is 
sucked in from 4 way as both sides and from the back and front.

PowerWipe & 4-Way Suction
Blow onto the oor to blast dirt out from between tiles and 
other crevice.

AeroSuction

PowerWipe Pad

Power Boost Cyclone 
Series

Brilliant Red

Pure White

Deep Red Metallic Deep Champagne
Metallic

Deep Black

Motorized Auto Drive Head 
Say goodbye to mops, hard work, and dirt.

Smart Head*1

Multi Angle Head

Smart head captures dust that brooms and mops can’t. The motorized head is made even more airtight to generate a high-speed 
air ow enabling powerful suction of dirt as well as wiping.

Free-Moving Head

Light-Weight One-Touch Zoom Pipe & Hose*1

Head Flat Mechanism

The head rotates 90° each side, so you can reach dust in narrow areas and crevice. Also, the head stays at to enable through 
cleaning even under low furniture such as your bed or sofa.

Variable 
Power 
Settings

Smart 
Hose

The thin and resin applied hose, the carbon-made one-touch zoom pipe are light so there’s less burden on your arm during use.  
Weight One-Tou

resin appliedd hosho e,e, thethe caarborbon-made on

One-Touch 
Zoom Pipe

Power Off

High/Low
Standard

Auto Drive Mode
On/Off

*1 Applies to the CV-SC230V and SC220V.

CV-SC230V  2300W
Features
●Dust Capacity 2.0L 
●Smart Head
●Carbon Light
  (One-Touch Zoom Pipe) 
●Grip Handle

●Variable Power Settings
●HEPA & Nano Titanium Filter
●Easy & Clean Dust Disposal 
●Power Beat Head
●One-Touch Swivel Brush

●Crevice Nozzle 
●Tool Holder
●Soft & Large Wheels
●Power Cord 5.0m
●Smart Hose

CV-SC23V  2300W
Features
●Dust Capacity 2.0L 
●Multi Angle Head
●Aluminum Telescopic Pipe 
●Grip Handle
●Power Control

●HEPA & Nano Titanium Filter
●Easy & Clean Dust Disposal 
●Beat Head
●Dusting Brush
●Crevice Nozzle 

●Tool Holder 
●Soft & Large Wheels 
●Power Cord 5.0m
●Twist-Free Hose

CV-SC22  2200W
Features
●Dust Capacity 2.0L 
●Multi Angle Head
●Aluminum Telescopic Pipe 
●Grip Handle
●HEPA & Nano Titanium Filter

●Easy & Clean Dust Disposal 
●Beat Head
●Dusting Brush
●Crevice Nozzle

●Tool Holder
●Large Wheels 
●Power Cord 5.0m
●Twist-Free Hose

CV-SC220V   2200W
Features
●Dust Capacity 2.0L 
●Smart Head
●Carbon Light
  (One-Touch Zoom Pipe) 
●Grip Handle

●Variable Power Settings
●HEPA & Nano Titanium Filter
●Easy & Clean Dust Disposal 
●Beat Head
●One-Touch Swivel Brush

●Crevice Nozzle
●Tool Holder 
●Soft & Large Wheels
●Power Cord 5.0m
●Smart Hose

Cyclonic Models

Cylinder Type


